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Victoria’s Draft 30-Year Infrastructure Strategy  
Submission on behalf of the “Early delivery of equitable and healthy 
transport options in new suburbs” project team (RMIT University) 
 

 

Dear Infrastructure Victoria, 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on Victoria’s Draft 30-Year Infrastructure Strategy. This 
submission is made by , on 
behalf of the “Early delivery of equitable and healthy transport options in new suburbs” project team at the 
Centre for Urban Research, RMIT University. 

In our submission we focus on the sections of the draft strategy that refer to transport and planning in growth 
areas, as we would like to support the recommendations with findings from our project. We have worked for 
the last three years on evidence and tools to assist both the public and private sectors provide transport 
options to residents of Melbourne’s new suburbs as soon as they move in. We have analysed the process of 
Precinct Structure Planning in the growth areas in relation to transport, examined the current urban situation 
in the new suburbs, explored alternative funding options and analysed the infrastructure contributions 
process for growth areas. Currently we are in the process of evaluating benefits and costs of early delivery of 
transport options in growth suburbs through different transport scenarios.  

Overall, we would like to congratulate Infrastructure Victoria on the Draft Strategy as it tackles central issues 
for Victoria. We are pleased that Infrastructure Victoria identifies planning for growth areas of Melbourne as a 
specific point in the 30-year strategy as there is a clear lack of infrastructure within them in comparison to 
othersuburban areas. The way in which we develop infrastructure for them will have a crucial impact not only 
on the wellbeing of the residents there but additionally on the sustainable development of the overall 
metropolitan region. The urban form of the growth areas influences social equity (e.g. existence and 
accessibility of social and health services, health influence of car dependency), economic development (e.g. 
accessibility of jobs; influence on congestion) and environmental issues (e.g. urban development into peri-
urban land, greenhouse gas emissions through car dependency).This is an important task as they represent 
a significant share of the geographical area of Melbourne. While we focus on transport in this submission, we 
would like to acknowledge that there is also a need for earlier and more coordinated social infrastructure 
delivery, as pointed out in the draft recommendations 74-76.   

Please find our detailed comments on the following pages.  

Please direct any queries related to this submission to  
. 

 
Sincerely, 

 
   

 
  

 

   
   

   
 

February 2021 
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We provide our recommendations, followed by background information about the Centre.  
 

1. Recommendations 
Based on our research we specifically support the following draft recommendations: 
 
32. Produce public plans for priority infrastructure sectors 
68. Prioritise and oversee infrastructure delivery in growing communities 

We strongly support developing and publishing long-term infrastructure plans, as this will support sequencing 
and coordination of development. In interviews about the planning process for growth areas with 30 staff 
members of local and state government as well as developers which we have conducted for our research, 
the need for strategic infrastructure planning has been clearly highlighted (Kroen & De Gruyter 2019).  

Growth area planning, and implementation in particular, needs an integrated approach. A government body 
that monitors infrastructure delivery and public plans for infrastructure can assist with this. Commitment from 
state government towards infrastructure investment through public plans would support the suggested 
government body in its advice on delivery of sequencing and funding. The public nature would also give local 
councils the opportunity to match funding into the same areas to achieve beneficial outcomes and improve 
public accountability.  

Providing advice on sequencing and funding is crucial, as a lack of sequencing has led to some of the 
problems in the growth areas today. In interviews conducted for our project, sequencing of development was 
highlighted as a major planning and implementation issue. Currently, there are usually several development 
areas or ‘fronts’ in growth municipalities so that new infrastructure such as roads, community facilities, 
kindergartens and schools etc. is needed concurrently in several places. This means that a considerably 
greater amount of money would be needed in order to provide infrastructure to all areas at the same time. If 
development were to be undertaken in planned sequences, however, council and other providers could 
concentrate their efforts into one area, build the necessary infrastructure there and once it is finished, move 
to the next area where development will occur.  

We support the adoption of a clear and agreed sequence of land development for each area, agreed upon 
by state government and councils, to ensure efficient infrastructure implementation without obvious favouring 
of particular owners or developers of land parcels. Developers wishing to pursue projects which are not in 
line with the benchmark sequence would be required to compensate the relevant infrastructure agencies, if 
this variation causes extra costs for these agencies. Another option would be that developers need to build 
the infrastructure themselves, if feasible. Early land acquisition for public infrastructure would also be 
sensible. However, based on our interviews, state agencies currently have few incentives and possibilities to 
commit to longer term budget items – thus such an approach would need high level support.  

Monitoring infrastructure delivery is a central piece of the puzzle. For Precinct Structure Plan (PSP) areas we 
recommend to focus more strongly on the implementation (Kroen et al. 2018). Some support for councils as 
the implementation authority for PSP areas is needed. While some of this already happens through the 
“Streamlining for Growth” program, the program focuses on streamlining subdivision approvals in PSP areas, 
but not so much on infrastructure delivery. Support for negotiations with developers regarding subdivision 
plans would seem to be particularly useful for councils. This could be reached through strengthening of the 
Precinct Infrastructure Plan and Development Staging Plan. A monitoring authority would also help with this. 
A review of implemented PSPs could also provide useful lessons in barriers to implementation.  

Developing program business cases that consider the timing, sequencing and funding of necessary 
infrastructure is also a central element. In developing communities, the standard process for business cases 
often does not work as – at least for transport planning – they are usually based on population numbers. 
However, in these areas residents still need to move in, but numbers can change very quickly so there may 
be a “sudden” demand. Thus, a business case would not be supported by numbers in one year, but the 
demand may be very strong in the next year because in the meantime many new residents would have 
moved into the area. Nevertheless, it has to be acknowledged that backlog in other areas is also an issue, 
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which is why a program business case would be useful. Additionally, it would be useful to think about how 
future populations can be better accounted for in business cases. Possibly, different objectives for business 
cases in growing communities could be developed, e.g. that the opportunity cost of not providing a certain 
service or infrastructure is given greater consideration.  

 

69. Expand rail access in outer suburbs 

Land acquisition is one of the crucial issues in implementation and late acquisition can lead to cost blow-
outs. While land purchase is expensive and it is tempting to postpone the purchase, it is useful to take into 
account the opportunity costs of not purchasing land: how much more is the land likely to cost if not 
purchased now? What is the value of the security of owning the land when it is needed? Also, land owners 
can be “land-locked” if their land is zoned for a specific use, but government is not prepared to buy. In our 
interviews we heard that if land cannot be purchased immediately for a station, it will not be included in a 
plan, making implementation more uncertain.  

We support the introduction of premium bus services to train stations and activity centres. Especially in the 
northern growth corridor this provides the opportunity to implement public transport services early. If high 
quality bus services are provided, residents are more likely to use a bus to access a station (or activity 
centre) and fewer parking lots need to be provided – or at least the parking lots at train stations are not full 
by 7.30 am in the morning. In interviews with 30 residents in growth areas we found that they would be 
willing to take a bus if it runs reasonably frequent and there are not too many transfers. 

“Probably, I would go to the station in the week if there was more buses that linked to the public transport, 
because the bus stop's just down this road and just up a little bit. But the buses are 40 minutes apart and they 
don't always link with train. So no, I think that's just a waste of time really. I couldn't be bothered with that.” 
(Allura resident) 

“If there was a bus nearby, not only to the station, but other places like to the plaza or to the shopping centre. 
(…) That's what I'm saying, not only to the train station, but to the hospitals, to the schools, shopping centres, 
and the frequency as well.” (Allura resident) 

“So we have been on the bus to Fountain Gate, but you have to go on two buses, and you have to get off and 
walk across the road and hope that one's not late and the other ones not early and the bus ... Because the 
buses to Fountain Gate from [the] Highway are only every hour.” (Selandra Rise resident) 

 

62. Reshape the metropolitan bus network 

We strongly support the recommendation to re-shape the metropolitan bus network. If done well, a 
restructure will make bus routes more efficient and attractive and is in our view more relevant than offering 
lower prices for buses compared to other public transport modes. In this regard we would argue that the 
lower use of buses in comparison to train and trams lies in the nature of their offer as well as in the quality of 
their offer. Many bus routes fulfill the “coverage” function of the public transport network, i.e. they ensure that 
a large part of residences and employment areas are covered by a public transport offer. In contrast, trains – 
and to a certain extent trams – fulfil the “patronage” function of the network, i.e. they provide direct and fast 
connections between certain points, from where most people will move on by different modes of transport to 
reach their final destination. This means that many bus routes run on a different premise than trains: not on 
the premise to provide a fast and direct connection, but on the premise to bring people as close as possible 
to their final destination. Having said that, there are also bus routes that provide fast and direct connections, 
particularly where no train and tram lines run. These bus routes are often more frequented than other bus 
routes, however, their usage also depends on their quality of offer. Apart from the Smart Bus routes, the bus 
routes 504, 506 and 508 which provide an important east-west connection in the northern inner suburbs, 
which is not covered by train or tram, are an example. However, some of these bus routes stop have long 
intervals in the evening and on weekends, with the 506 bus not running at all on Sundays. Therefore, they 
are not necessarily a good option for public transport users who might need to wait 40-60 minutes between 
buses or fall back to use a train or tram to go into the city and out again.  
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There is an argument for identifying more clearly which bus route offers which service and to think about how 
the coverage function could be provided differently. Therefore, we support the suggestion to revise the 
coverage standard. An option to take into account here is to complement the more direct and frequent bus 
routes by community transport, on-demand services or even subsidised ride-share services. These will 
induce different costs and provide different offers. Subsidising ride-share services has the advantage that no 
“own” public transport (i.e. no vehicle and no driver) has to be offered and that trips will be timely and get 
people exactly to where they want to go. The disadvantage is that the subsidy can add up to very high costs, 
if many people take up the offer. Using community transport has the advantage of using an offer that already 
exists more extensively and opening it up to more users. Demand-responsive transport provides the 
advantage of flexibility, as they offer pick-ups and drop-offs outside a fixed route (although not all on-demand 
services do that) and services only run if the demand is there; which saves money on trip kilometres. 
However, issues have been raised with on-demand services which is why we would like to recommend a 
cautious approach towards these services. While they work well in areas with low densities and patronage, 
such as regional areas and potentially in the very early development of a suburb, they do have some 
disadvantages which makes them less suitable for established suburbs. Drawbacks of on-demand services 
are seen in that they typically cover more kilometres and more minutes per passenger when running, thus 
increasing costs. Some of the cost-savings envisaged because of fewer trips may also not eventuate, as 
drivers still need to be paid. With multiple pick-ups or drop-offs their travel times can become unreliable or 
unpredictable. Further, demand responsive services often need to be booked ahead, decreasing flexibility in 
the sense that the decision of when to travel needs to be made in advance. The character and costs of 
demand-responsive transport as well as ride-share services will change with the arrival of fully autonomous 
vehicles, as then labour costs will cease to apply. However, it is not possible to wait until AVs have arrived as 
the need for public transport exists now. 

Premium bus services should offer fast and frequent services, as explicitly covered in recommendation 62. 
They should also offer full evening and weekend cover, and ideally, convenient connection to rail stations, 
preferably without requiring passengers to cross roads, and without time-consuming detours for the bus to 
reach the station. Nunawading station following its level crossing removal, where passengers can descent 
from SmartBus stops on each side of Springvale Road directly to the station platform, provides a good 
model. 

 

63. Connect suburban jobs through premium buses and road upgrades 

Premium bus services to major employment centres and NEICs are an important improvement for public 
transport, as Census data shows that many residents in growth suburbs work in the major employment 
centres in relative proximity to their suburb. According to a resident survey and interviews with growth areas 
residents that were undertaken as part of our research project, one of the reason why many residents drive 
is that public transport is not considered feasible due to multiple transfers and low frequencies, which mean 
that a missed connection can mean 30 or even 60 minutes delay. 

“I go by car now. Because I, where I was working, I was working in Notting Hill, at the back of the Monash 
University here, at Clayton. I used to take the bus, the train and then a bus to get to work. That's fine as long 
as they all inter-connect, but once one of them doesn't inter-connect you are screwed. At the end, then they 
changed the times, so I used to start at 8:00 and they said, "Now we're starting at 7:00." For me to leave here 
to catch a bus, well the bus wasn't early enough. I think the earliest one was 5:00, I had to get a early bus. If I 
missed that I'd be screwed, so I'd end up having to drive.” (Selandra Rise resident) 

 

33. Publish Victoria’s transport plan 

An integrated transport plan is required through the Transport Integration Act and would improve security 
and again sequencing of development. We recommend introducing staged public transport triggers, similar 
to Calgary Transit's strategic transit plan “RouteAhead” which specifically draws out intended service 
standards for public transport at four levels (Calgary Transit 2013): 
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1. Primary Transit Network – a network of high frequency services (whether light rail, bus rapid transit, 
streetcar/tram or frequent bus) operating at 10 minute or better service intervals over an extended 
operating period of at least 15 hours a day, 7 days a week, with an emphasis on speed, directness 
and network connectivity. 

2. Frequent Transit – operating on high ridership routes, with frequency better than base but less than 
primary. 

3. Base Transit – comprehensive community coverage, with at least 30-minute service intervals 
4. “Introductory Transit”. The Introductory category spells out the minimum requirements for initial 

delivery of transit services to growth areas, and how those services will be phased, with the aim of 
providing access to transit within a 5-minute (400m) walk. For example, when the road network 
allows and there are sufficient residents, Calgary Transit will first deliver weekday peak services, 
followed by interpeak, Saturday, evenings, and finally Sunday services until it meets the base 
service requirements.  

Obviously, the definition of “sufficient residents” to instigate the introduction is decisive in determining how 
the concept would operate in practice. Additionally, we would recommend more services for the introductory 
phase.  

 

34. Review Victoria’s infrastructure contribution system to cover gaps 

Our research into infrastructure contributions in growth areas has shown that the current system causes 
confusion for some users, however the Infrastructure Contribution Plan (ICP) system is also still in the 
beginning and has only been implemented a few times (Kroen & De Gruyter 2019). Nevertheless, it would be 
helpful to have a clearer structure of infrastructure contribution systems as having different systems for 
growth areas and other areas adds to the confusion. Still, we would recommend keeping the Growth Areas 
Infrastructure Contribution (GAIC), as a specific contribution for state-funded infrastructure for the growth 
areas.  

 

Transport pricing: Recommendations 48-55 
48. Remove annual charges while introducing distance-based pricing for electric vehicles 
49. Appoint an independent transport pricing adviser 
50. Increase and extend the Melbourne Congestion Levy on parking 
51. Incorporate congestion pricing for all new metropolitan freeways 
52. Trial full-scale congestion pricing in inner Melbourne 
53. Trial demand-responsive pricing on parking in inner Melbourne 
54. Price parking at major public transport hubs, all train stations and park-and-rides 
55. Phase out fixed road user charges and introduce user pays charging 

On the basis of our research into alternative funding options (Kroen & Goodman 2020) we back transport 
pricing. Overall, the suggestions made in “Good Move – Fixing Transport Congestion” have our support, with 
the exception of the suggestion for different prices for different transport modes, where we have some 
reservation, as this has the potential to undo the benefits of integrated fares. The simplicity of the current 
system is one of its strengths. 

While we note that IV’s focus is on the impact on travel demand and not on the opportunities for funding 
through transport pricing, we recommend to use any income to improve active and public transport to make 
them attractive options in comparison to the car. We suggest to start with improvements in areas with poor 
public transport connections and poor active transport infrastructure, such as the growth suburbs, but also 
other areas in Melbourne. These could be identified in the Integrated Transport Plan. Improving the situation 
for public and active transport before the introduction of transport pricing, would be even more fruitful. 
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Additionally, we would recommend to start with trials of congestion or parking pricing rather than with 
distance-based pricing for electric vehicles. However, we are aware that this is a political decision that has 
already been made and support distance-based pricing for electric vehicles in general and IV’s draft 
recommendation to remove annual charges for electric vehicles while introducing distance-based pricing.  

Recommendation 54, calling for parking to be priced at train stations, should be coupled with ensuring 
adequate bus connections to stations, so that commuters have a realistic alternative to payment of the 
parking fee. 

 

38. Partner with local governments to fund pedestrian infrastructure 
39. Transform cycling in Melbourne, Ballarat, Bendigo and Geelong 

(Early) delivery of pedestrian and cycling infrastructure and infrastructure upgrades are crucial to enable and 
encourage walking and cycling. If a (perceived) lack of safety exists fewer people will walk or cycle (Kroen 
2019). Particularly in the mentioned priority places there is a big opportunity to encourage walking and 
cycling, as there is a relatively dense mix of different destinations (employment, retail, other services) people 
need to go to which can be quite easily accessed by walking or cycling. Supporting local government in the 
delivery of those pedestrian infrastructure upgrades and therefore fast-tracking the offer of better transport 
options would be highly useful to support active transport. 

Particularly in outer suburbs, train station bicycle facilities are important to encourage access to train stations 
by bike, as residents might consider cycling, but are discouraged by the lack of separated cycling paths 
towards the station or are afraid that their bike will get stolen. In resident online groups and interviews for our 
project we have heard that some people would cycle if they had safer and more clearly signed cycling routes 
towards the station.  

“I wish I can take a bicycle to the Williams Landing station, but yeah, there's no bike path.” (Allura resident) 

“So we moved here, for the first year I rode my bike down to Williams Landing (…). And being only one road 
open, it was 8 and a half kilometre ride down to the station. Which is not fun in cold winter mornings. But now 
that the estate is finished (…) it's only less than three kilometres with the new roads that have opened and so 
on.” (Allura resident) 

Therefore, we suggest to add separated cycle ways to train stations (on the whole network) to the priority list. 

As well as being connected to relevant destinations, cycle ways also need to be connected to each other. 
Small gaps can make a large difference to the attractiveness or even safety of a cycling route. 

 

40. Improve walking and cycling data to better estimate travel impacts and benefits 

We agree that there is a lack of walking and cycling data, particularly in relation to use in transport models. A 
current project between RMIT and the Department of Transport is looking into how health impact 
assessment and with this benefits from walking and cycling could be incorporated into project assessment. 
This is a first step and we recommend further engagement with researchers working in the area of health 
impact assessment to develop linkages in the use of cutting edge models and tools and to learn to use 
recently developed tools that can support decision making and business cases. 

Furthermore, for pedestrian and cyclists information about safe and practical routes is often not readily 
available. While cyclists and pedestrians develop knowledge of their local areas and usual routes, making a 
safe trip to a new destination can often require considerable preparatory research. Therefore, it would also 
be advantageous to improve publicly available information on walking and cycling routes. 

 

71. Target 30% tree canopy coverage in new growth areas  

In addition to the benefits outlined in the draft strategy, improved canopy coverage can also enhance the 
attractiveness of active transport in growth areas. 
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Public transport and active transport recommendations as high priority actions to assist the 
recovery from COVID-19 

Apart from the highglighted draft recommendations, we support actions on public transport and active 
transport as high priority actions to assist the recovery from COVID-19. While it is currently unclear to what 
extent a part of the workforce will keep working from home, it is likely that the share will be larger than pre-
pandemic. Especially in the growth suburbs where more people have a long commute to their work place, it 
is likely that a part of the residents will work more from home if possible. This increases the significance of 
local destinations, such as shops, cafés and other services, which can be accessed by walking and cycling if 
sufficient and safe infrastructure exists. Prioritising active transport infrastructure, can therefore support the 
recovery from the pandemic, by stimulating building activity, but also enabling and encouraging more 
physical activity and positive health and environmental outcomes through active transport. Additionally, this 
supports the 20-minute neighbourhood city.  

Public transport patronage has decreased strongly during lockdown and is still on a low level, while more 
people than before decide to use the car to travel to work and elsewhere. Therefore, it is important to support 
public transport to reinstate trust in it as a transport mode, while at the same time offering an opportunity for 
social and economic participation for households that have no or limited access to a car. Thus, again, 
investing in and encouraging use of public transport can assist the recovery. However, as mentioned before, 
we have reservations about the recommendation to price each public transport mode differently.  

 
 
Some further, more general comments 

While we view most recommendations related to our research positively, we have the following, more 
general, comments: 

• There is a certain focus on demand-management in the recommendations, e.g. in relation to 
transport and energy. While we support transport pricing, with concurrent measures for 
disadvantaged households, we would like to add that not everything is fixed by the market.  

• Related to this is our previously mentioned reservation against draft recommendation 46 calling for 
pricing each public transport mode differently. While we understand the thinking behind it, we would 
like to emphasise that this would make public transport prices complicated and not easy to 
understand and would give away the advantages of simple, easy to understand ticket prices. The 
trend in public transport pricing around the world is to bring different transport modes together rather 
than diversify. Therefore we would like to call out caution about this recommendation.  

• Grade separation is not specifically mentioned in the recommendation and would also be an 
important action to support turn up and go services, especially for heavy rail. We recognize this is a 
big undertaking and the level crossing removals form part of this strategy, however grade separation 
is the only way to ensure consistent travel times on heavy rail and priority tram routes. Consistent 
travel times will encourage greater patronage and public transport use. Reallocating road space, 
which is connected to grade separation and is recommended in recommendation 41, it will be 
important to have dedicated bus lanes to ensure consistent travel times. This will make buses more 
competitive with single occupancy vehicle use. 
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2. About the Centre for Urban Research 
 
The Centre for Urban Research at RMIT University is a focal point for leading and emerging scholars to 
deliver conceptual and applied research to create transformative change to cities and regions. We are 
deeply committed to a research impact culture that scales up and reaches out to develop and apply new 
ideas, understandings, and practices. The Centre has about 70 researchers, of which approximately 65% 
are research intensive. Staff expertise spans urban and transport planning, public policy, human geography, 
economics, environmental sciences, public health, spatial analysis, history, and sociology 
 
The Centre for Urban Research leads numerous research projects primarily delivered under eight programs, 
being: 

• Climate Change Transformations 
• Critical Urban Governance 
• Healthy Liveable Cities 
• Housing and Urban Economics 
• Interdisciplinary Conservation Science 
• People, Nature, Place 
• Planning and Transport in City Regions 
• Urban Cultures and Technologies 

 
The Centre’s membership draws on deep and diverse academic expertise, active and meaningful 
collaborations, and lessons from the past and present to contribute thoughtfully to major urban and global 
agendas. Our cross-disciplinary research and new directions programs are gaining global recognition for 
addressing complex questions that are current and central to the fields of urban and regional planning, and 
social and environmental science.  
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